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Some Suggestions for Using this Guide
The Architectural Guide of Cabell County is divided in the following tours (or sections):
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Huntington Downtown Section.
Huntington Central Section.
Huntington West Section.
Huntington Northeast Section
Huntington Southeast Section
Guyandotte
Barboursville
Milton

If you are visiting for the city of Huntington for the first time,
you probably would like to get a short, initial tour that would enable
you to see the main downtown buildings. In that case, choose Tour A.
This tour has a predetermined route, explained in the attached Map 1.
It is designed to be a walking-tour that should take no more than two
hours.
Then, you may be interested in visiting either all, or some other
selected buildings that are scattered throughout the rest of the city. For
this a longer, second tour is recommended, Tour B. This tour does
have not a predetermined route, and it must be taken by car, since distances are long, and some locations are on hills too steep to walk comfortably. This same criteria has been adopted for Tours C, D and E.
The buildings of other Cabell County communities are included
in Tours F, G and H.
If you are interested in a particular building, please consult the
alphabetical table of entries for each tour, where you will find the
page giving the location of its description.
Last, but not least, please do not trespass on the owners’ property,
no matter how eager you are to see and appreciate the architectural,
historic, and artistic value of the buildings described here.

Main Sources
The author recognizes that he owes much of the information in
this Guide to several scholars that were interested in Huntington and
Cabell County buildings. Their work constitutes thorough antecedents
to this Guide, and he desires to acknowledge each of them in a clear,
explicit manner.
In the Guide quotes from the following works are placed in italics, followed by a number between brackets that correspond to the following sources:
(1) D. Daniel McMillian, IV, Spaces of Splendour, Folio edition,
100th Anniversary Commemorative Edition, 1997.
(2) Dr. Mack H. Gillenwater, (editor), et al., A Survey of Downtown
Huntington, West Virginia, Phase II, a report submitted to The
Cabell County Landmarks Commission. Edited by the Department of Geography, Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia, 1985.
(3) Kathryn Davis, Tom Davis, S. Allen Chambers, Jr. and Susan M.
Pierce, editors, Historic West Virginia , The National Register of
Historic Places, Charleston, WV, 2000
(4) Virginia McAlester and Lee McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1984 and 1996.

Tour A
Huntington Downtown Section
Begins at 3rd Avenue & 14th Street, proceeding westward, and ends
at 5th Avenue, going eastward.
List of buildings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Coin Harvey House
Emmons apartments
Red Cross Blood Center
Highlawn apartments
Masonic Temple & River
Tower
Radisson Hotel
Heritage Station
Old Huntington Bank
Amsbary building
Anderson Newcomb
building
Travel Doctor’s building
Mountain State Outfitters
building
Broh building
B. W. Foster building
Bazaar building
Cabell County Courthouse
Reuschlein building
Morrison building
Star Furniture building
Morris building
Caldwell building
West Virginia building
Century building
Honaker building
Walton building
Keith Albee Theatre
Huntington Arcade
Fifth Third Bank
Frederick building
Coal Exchange building

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Greyhound Bus Depot
St. Joseph Catholic Church
St. Joseph parish house
Wasbold Inc. building
C&O Employees Credit
Prichard building
First Congregational Church
Huntington City Hall
Old U.S. Post Office
Chafin building
A. G. Edwards building
Cabell County Library
Old Cabell County Library
Fifth Avenue Hotel
Huntington Garage
Switzer building
Advertiser building
Johnson Memorial United
Methodist Church
Bank One building
First Presbyterian Church
Huntington Federal Savings
Bank
Campbell Hicks residence
Trinity Episcopal Church
First United Methodist
Church
Fifth Avenue Baptist Church
Central Christian Church
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Coin Harvey Residence

Location: 1035 3rd Avenue
Designer: Unknown
Completed: 1874
National Register of Historic Places, (8.21.1972)
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Probably made by a non-professional designer, this example is a
quite original version of a folk house common to the period 18501890, from the gable-front family, that “was a feature which dominated American styled houses from 1830 to 1850, to echo the pedimented façades of typical Greek temples.”
The full façade porch, very common in Southern States but rare
in West Virginia, is a blend of Greek revival style with a modified
pediment. Its original horizontal entablature was naively transformed
with a series of two rampant segmental arches at each side and one
semicircular arch in the center. The roof has flared eaves, a rural architectural tradition of Dutch Colonial style (1625-1840), and, therefore, the modified pediment follows the curved shape of the roof as
well. As the roof has overhanging eaves, a pair of well emphasized
brackets supports it from each of the four wooden Doric columns. The
walls are of masonry, with stucco finishing and Italianate detailing.
The porch stands over a basement, and has wooden stairs and a
balustrade with spindle work. The interior wall has hooded arches,
which embrace a doorway and two windows, with stained glass fan
lights. The basement has windows with band moldings. The corners
are emphasized with quoins resembling smooth ashlars.
The current state of this property demands urgent maintenance
and preservation procedures.
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Emmons Apartments

Location: 1201 3rd Avenue
Designer: J.B. Stewart; completed by Edwin W. Alger
Completed: 1910-1911
This building represents another type of apartment house, larger
than others in the city. It has five floors, with a basement. The huge
block has a diffuse medieval look, because of the castellated finishing
at the top. Nonetheless, it has, as well, the classical tripartite division,
rendered with wrap-around bands of brown brick between the first
and second floors, and the fourth and fifth.
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The building and the apartment next door caught fire in January
2008 and both were severely damaged. Nine people lost their lives.
Efforts to salvage the building proved to be impractical, so both the
building and the next door apartment were razed. At this writing
(2009) the lot remains vacant.
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Red Cross Blood Center

Location:
Veterans Memorial Boulevard
Designers: Dean, Dean & Kieffer, Architects
Completed: 1978
A big, horizontal massive block is the first impression of this
modern building. The dominant material is smooth stucco. The blunt,
flattened volume has a fenestration that enhances the thickness of its
walls, due to deep set windows and the sloped edges of the bottom
sides of each one. This device acts as a replacement of a traditional
sill. A wrap around sloped edge runs all over the entire volume.
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The main façade shows an asymmetrical scheme, since the main
entrance, which is located in a recessed bay, has three sections to its
left and five section to its right.
The aesthetics of mass and volume rendered in concrete was very
fashionable in the 1970’s. Several famous U.S. architects, like Louis
Kahn, Paul Rudolph and Philip Johnson adopted it, perhaps as a reaction to the light, glazed transparency of the 1950’s trend, whose
leader was Mies Van der Rohe.

Chamfered edges

Recessed entrance
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Highlawn Apartments

Location:
3rd Avenue & 12th Street, 1100 block
Designers: Unknown
Completed: Ca. 1979

A typical modern architecture apartment building, this example
shows the use of abstract, cubical forms inherited from Neoplasticism
and transferred to the language of the Bauhaus school, which began to
influence US architects a few years before the second World War, and
lasted until the 1970’s.
Several features assures the kinship of this building with Modern
Architecture principles: floors are clearly marked, either by rows of
balconies united along horizontal lines or by huge blind wall surfaces
with slight recessed bands; an exact modulation applied to windows,
doors and handrails rules the design; and finally, a complete absence
of historical or vernacular traits accentuates a highly functional and
efficient design criteria.
However, the huge building mass is reduced because its neutral,
grayish colors. This makes the building likely to be viewed as a background, rather than highlighted in the foreground.
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Masonic Temple & River Tower

Location:
1100-1108 3rd Avenue
Designer:
William T. Mills
Completed: 1913, 1922 & 1926
National Register of Historic Places (8.26.1993)

The Neoclassicist Revival style allows a multiplicity of outcomes. This example shows a traditional tripartite division, yet a
somewhat different from typical ones. The top has a two-story development featuring a receding balcony and a paired colonnade. This
gives it an unusual importance, and sets up an unusual proportion in
relation to the middle section. (Compare this building to the nearby
West Virginia Building. and the Guaranty Building.)
Most of the building is rendered in tanned brick masonry. The
newer part, at the right side, has a slight difference in color. Wrap
around cornices, which divide the base from the middle section and
from the top, are painted white, thus enhancing the horizontality of
this monumental, massive building.
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The base is one story, and has a very interesting entrance emphasized
by “two one story glazed terracotta columns flanking each side. Over
the entrance is a massive cartouche of Roman laurel leaves framing a
stained glass symbol of the Masonic order? A large bracket with laurel eaves rests over the center entrance” (1)

Massive cartouche

Masonic symbols

Corinthian shafts
supports scepters, a
symbol of authority

Garlands
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Radisson Hotel

Location:
1001, 3rd. Avenue
Designer:
Cann-Termohlen
Completed: 1973
A late modern architecture building, the Radisson Hotel is mainly
a rectangular block with auxiliary facilities that are housed in minor,
surrounding structures. The expression of the main block is accomplished by defining the units of rooms as a main feature. Indeed, the
whole volume is a regular assembly of thirteen pairs of rooms in design, multiplied by nine stories. Each room unit has chamfered edges
around the balconies, thus maintaining a box.
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shape, a resource that is echoed by its side walls, which have long
chamfered grooves dividing each floor, but lacking any type of fenestration. All volumes are rendered in fibre glass, painted white.
Nevertheless, the late modern look of this building, the hotel’s
lobby, and the surrounding facilities have a conventional classical
decoration. The building design is a typical response to U.S. modern
hotel architecture of the 1970’s.
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Heritage Station

Location:
1100 Block of 2nd Avenue
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1887, 1890 & 1916
National Register of Historic Places (10.30.1973)

This railroad passenger station is a two story, rectangular masonry block, with hipped tile roof, with a protruding bay window section. The brickwork is English bond, and windows are regularly laid,
crowned with segmental arches, with no other ornament. The interior
is now used as a restaurant, but original furniture and fittings from the
railway era are conserved. Today the station is part of Heritage Village, created in 1967 to preserve buildings and objects from the past.
It includes the already described station, the original Bank of Huntington (see next entry), a B&O Steam Locomotive of 1911, and a
Pullman Sleeper Car, built in 1925.
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Bank of Huntington

Location:
1100 Block of 2nd Avenue
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1871
This simple,
but significant,
building must be
among the oldest in
Huntington. It is a
two story structure,
made in brick masonry, in a small
lot, with a wide entrance (now refurbished), and a second story with two
round arched narrow windows. The
entablature is fully
rendered in brick,
some of which are
raised, and others
are in recessed
courses. The cornice is simple, supported by four
brackets. Dentils
have been mimicked by brick as well. Each side of the front wall also has recessed
courses mimicking quoins. Window arches have an advanced, round
course of bricks, echoing a drip molding. It is remarkable how bricklayers did their work with such craftsmanship, trying to translate a full
catalogue of classical details, normally rendered in carved stone, with
such elemental material as brick.
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Amsbary Building

Location:
949 3rd Avenue
Designer:
Edwin W. Alger, Architect
Completed: 1916

A tidy and clean building, the Amsbary was built at the turn of
the Twentieth Century when Huntington was growing in prosperity.
However, the building has suffered many alterations over the years,
but the current version is sober and restrained, fortunately up-dated
with respect to its tradition. Nevertheless, it should be considered a
contributing structure to the city’s architecture, and not a pivotal one,
just for that reason.
It has three stories with a brown brick masonry, made with excellent craftsmanship. It is divided into bays slightly recessed, with a
segmental arch as a top. The windows are huge, with a transom divided in two panels. The segmental arch has a keystone defined by its
color (grey soft stone). The cornice with dentils is also emphasized by
its color (white) and has large brackets that coincide with each bay.
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Anderson Newcomb Building

Location:
927 3rd Avenue
Designer:
Jim Stewart, Architect
Completed: 1st floor:1902; Additions: 1913

Built between 1902 and
1913, this is a typical department store building, and has a
severe and functional expression, without special decorative details. The section that
includes the second to fifth
floors has a thin, double fired
brick cladding. The first floor
is covered by an overhanging
roof composed of cast metal
with vegetal decorative motifs. It has large plate glass
show windows as well. The
sixth floor is topped by a belt
cornice with molded fascia,
plain soffit and dentils. Note
the similarities of this building with the Frederick Hotel,
designed by the same architect.
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Charles M. Wallace Building

Location: 923 3rd Avenue
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1910

A very small, but significant building, this is a
nice example of the fine
craftsmanship of the earlier
Huntington’s builders. It has
only two floors; the first
floor has a wide, new showcase, and the second floor
has two wide windows, with
segmental arches in recessed
niches inside the tan brick
masonry wall. Windows are
divided by mullions and
transoms, and each section
has many small square glass
panes. Above, a nicely
elaborated cornice supported
by two brick pilasters, at
each side, have a row of
slightly protruded Lombard
arches with key stones. This
row supports a two-fascia
architrave. Above, the frieze
is rendered in brick , with a
horizontal rowlock at the
center. A simple cornice
with a wide fascia is supported by two brackets at each side. Finally,
there is a brick parapet with a course of several hourglass advancing
shapes, mimicking a classical balustrade. Classical and gothic details
are blended in a soft, gentle manner, which conveys a sense of eclectic unity.
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Mountain State Outfitters Bldg.

Location: 939 3rd Avenue
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1890-05
An example of a narrow store façade with fine
detailing, this building
could be included in the
Second Empire style, a
branch of the Victorian
styles.
The craftsmanship in the
use of brick is here evident.
It is mainly a painted brick
façade, with two contrasting
colors: a light blue-green
background and a yellowish
hue for details. Windows at
the second and third floors
have segmental arches surrounded by a segmental
arch pattern of voussoirs
made of special, convex
faced bricks and an extrados
molding. Both central windows are vertically divided
by a slender mullion and
have a transom light. The
façade ends at its top with a
steeply pitched false roof
(almost a mansard) with
wide eaves, and a cornice
that emphasizes its horizontality, sided by two consoles.
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Broh Hall

Location: 1100 Block of 3rd Avenue
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1889
A clear example of
Italianate style, this is the
oldest extant brick building in Huntington. The
building is a rectangular
brick masonry block,
painted grey, with several
ornamental features .The
Third Avenue façade is
divided in three sections,
each one of a pair of renaissance windows, with
hooded crowns above the
segmental tops of the double windows. These are
like stripes with engraved
circular motifs.
The cornice has a
definite Italianate character, with huge brackets at
each end and on the corner, and smaller brackets which support the upper crown molding and
fascia. Between the brackets, runs a lower fascia with smaller trios of
Lombard arches. The Ninth Street façade has irregularly spaced false
windows, with flat arch hood molds engraved.
The first floor has now an addition of a metal mock board and batten cladding, which does not fit with the former design of this building.
Due to the age and significance of the building, it deserves further
preservation.
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B.W. Foster Building

Location:
1100 Block of 3rd Avenue
Designer:
B.W.Foster, builder
Completed: 1894, 1923 (addition)

A common American fashion of the last decade of the Nineteenth
Century, this building echoes the Victorian Romanesque style, which
features flat and round arches over masonry walls, combining red
brick with rough finished stone. The façades are divided in two types
of bays, one simple, limited by two red brick masonry piers, and the
other double, divided by a narrow brick pier. It has four stories, and
the first two levels have straight lintels rendered in rough stone fascias, with a thin cornice. In the remaining upper levels, single bays
include both floors, with a top of round arch made with rough stone.
Floors are divided by a brick lintel with stone edges. The play of the
tidy, well assembled masonry wall, contrasts with the rough stone rendering of the arches and the imposts. As an important hub for social
life, MU Café is a gathering place for either young or senior people in
one of the most urban places of Huntington.
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The interior has been refurbished with care, as a museum of
sports endeavors, intending to celebrate the glories of Marshall University's Thundering herd.
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B.T. Davis Building

Location:
1100 Block of 3rd Avenue
Designer:
J. B. Stewart and Charles Lollance
Completed: 1884

A historical highlight of Huntington, this building shows a simple, restrained way of a classical expression, but it also was a pragmatic response to a functional need, since it was the first theater of the
city. It is a rectangular block, of brick masonry with a hipped roof.
The designer tried to balance vertical and horizontal drives, as the
mass tends to convey a sense of horizontality, (see the upper wrap
around band of grey stone slabs) while the windows are framed into
tall and narrow sections, covering the second and third floors. These
sections have molded stone rendering and between the windows are
slightly advanced rectangular panels, suggesting a piece of woodwork.
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The section’s tops have flat architrave ends. The first floor has
been coated with black marble slabs and has big display windows.
Corners have groups of advanced brick courses that convey the sense
of quoins thus alluding to the strongest parts of a wall, since it was
then considered important in the classical tradition.
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Cabell County Courthouse

Location:
Designer:

5th Avenue & 8th Street
D. Gunn & Curtis, 1st addition; Robert & Sidney Day;
2nd addition: Frampton & Boyers
Completed: 1899, 1924 ( 1st addition) and 1940 (2ndaddition)
National Register of Historic Places (9.2.1982)

This building has an important significance for the city of Huntington, since is one of the oldest structures of its size still standing,
and because of its tower, which appears highly visible from its goldleaf covering. It is a bit difficult to define its style, because, if considered as a whole, the management of its masses clearly belongs to the
Beaux-Arts system; nevertheless its details are mostly a blend of
French-Italian Renaissance style.
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The central section has a complex structure, with a three story
square block, which constitutes the base of a multi-story tower, a kind
of a telescopic development. This tower has a square base with four
corners suggesting belfries, with a little domed cupola on each one.
Above this is an octagonal section, which has four wide sides and four
smaller corner sides.
The wide sides have
a pediment of three bays
and a Palladian window
inserted into the intercolumniation. Again,
above it, is a smaller octagonal block, similar to
the former, but with four
curved pediments, having
a four-sided clock. Finally, it has a gold-leafed,
octagonal cupola that
ends with a small lantern,
which crowns the tower.
This tower, seen from the
inside, has a three-story
rotunda with an elaborate
dome.
The northern façade,
facing Fourth Avenue,
has more architectural
features than the southern one, and also the tower is behind a pediment front with a round arch, and two circular openings at each side, a
typical early Renaissance feature. The entablature of this pediment
front bears the inscription “Cabell County,” and this structure appears
presently to be painted, in contrast with its lower sections.
The first floor is heavily rusticated, another Renaissance feature.
The windows proportions are narrow and tall; therefore a vertical impulse dominates throughout all the building, regardless of its extensions.
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Reuschlein Building

Location:
825 4th Avenue
Designer:
Levi J. Dean, Architect
Completed: 1923
This building must be considered one of the most ornate
in Huntington. It is an eclectic
expression of several styles,
rendered with terracotta pieces
skillfully set by immigrant
craftsmen. The five-floor building is divided into three parts:
the ground floor, housing the
C.R. Reuschlein Jewelry Store;
the next four floors, which are
slightly recessed into a decorated frame; and finally the
prominent cornice supporting a
false roof covered with green
tiles.
The first floor is mostly
covered by black marble panels,
except for a white stucco, rectangular section with a segmental arch top. In this white background is “C. F. Reuschlein” in
large brass letters. Above the
first floor, is the second façade
section, which is recessed and
has four floors of French renaissance windows, each row having seven per floor.
Each window is defined by protruding mullions and divided in two
panes, a larger one and a little one. Each row of windows is separated
by seven rectangular surrounds, with a centered protruding molding.
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Above this section there is a complex cornice with molded fascia
and soffia, dentils and flat friezes, and an overhanging crown molding
supported by five consoles or scroll shaped brackets, equally distributed. Above the green tiled roof, a shaped parapet of baroque influence with a centered elaborated cartouche crowns the symmetry axis
of the whole building. At each side of this level stands two baroque
corbelled finials.
As all the ornaments of the whole façade are rendered in terracotta pieces, the mortar joints play an important role in the aesthetic
effect. They are wide, and purposively apparent, and showing the high
level of the craftsmanship.

Shaped parapet

Corbelled finials

Cornice with molded fascia and soffia

Scroll shaped brackets

The traditional C.F. Reuschlein clock
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Location:
Designer:
Completed:

Morrison Building
831-839 4th Avenue,
Levi J. Dean, Architect
1919

This building housed the
Morrison Department Store,
a firm which went out of
business in 1965, but is still
named for it. Later, it was
part of the Star Furniture
Company that was located on
its right side. The building’s
façade has a classical design,
with a base (that runs all its
width and houses the display
windows on the first floor);
three stories divided into
three vertical sections of windows, divided by molded
wood and heavy mullions;
and a classical entablature,
supported by four tall, brick
pilasters. The capitals are
Tuscan. The frieze has an
architrave with three fascias,
while the frieze is rhythmically decorated with diamond
shaped relieves.
The cornice has a row of
small dentils and is supported
by modillions. Over this cornice, the building ends with a brick balustrade with hourglass patterned balusters, another striking example of bricklayer craftsmanship. The window sections of the second, third and fourth floors are
similar to its neighbor on the right.
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Star Furniture Building

Location: 839 4th Avenue.
Designer:
Levi J. Dean, Architect
Completed: 1919
This building owes its
name to the Star Furniture Company, which
was founded in 1913
and served the TriState region until a
few years ago.

The top of this four story building has huge, wide side gabled
overhanging eaves, supported by five big brackets, suggesting a Renaissance or Italianate style. The eaves have, at each side, two shaped
parapets with a protruding coping, this time suggesting a Spanish Revival hue. The section that runs through the second to fourth floor has
a wide window bay, with four modules of rectangular glass flanked by
two narrow lights. The first story is separated from the upper stories
by a gray painted belt cornice, with moulded fascia and soffia. (2)
The brick is painted yellow.
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Morris Building

Location:
845 4th Avenue
Designer:
Meanor & Handloser, Architects
Completed: 1915

Photo:

Carlos López

This building combines Romanesque and Renaissance Revival
styles, in a sober and restrained eclectic version. It has a massive base,
which covers the first two floors, an underlined third floor, and a fourstory section that lacks the traditional top, as the cornices are very
light and almost undetached.
The first and second floors have stone-rendered surfaces. The
third floor has alternating panes of tan brick and stucco finishing
mimicking stone. The remaining four floors have tan coursed brick.
Each great arcade has a big bracket in its top, which is supporting a
protruding girdle cornice of molded and cobbled stone.
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Each arch has a complex window that serves both floors. Windows
are curvilinear, and are separated by the lower windows by spandrels
of gray painted panel sections which have dentils, pre-classical pilaster mullions as well as other moulded features. (2)
The third story is separated from the upper stories by a girdle cornice, of molded, carved and sloped stone, which is also a continuous
sill for the fourth story windows.
Windows are regular sized and spaced, double hung sash and
have plain lugged stone sills and molded wood frames (2)
In short, it is a building of impressive mass, but lacking ornamental
and decorative details that could entice or delight the observer.
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Caldwell Building

Location: Southeast corner of 5th Avene & 7th Street.
Designer:
Liza Caldwell
Completed: 1887 and several additions (last 1995)
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The current state of the Caldwell Building is a refurbished version of the original one, built in the 1880’s. The original building was
re-designed by Mrs. Liza Caldwell after careful research and blending of the architectural styles that existed in the area during the Victorian Period. The emphasis was placed on creating an attractive style
which blends into the community while preserving its historical nature.(1)
The Fourth Avenue façade has four separate store fronts, although they seem united into a complete building. Two horizontal
levels of fenestration, corresponding to the second and third floors,
have almost the same shape and dimensions. However, each section
exhibits different details in the window surroundings. Cornices are
different as well. Some of them have console brackets supporting
overhangs.
Griffins

Label mold

Overhanging metal
cornice

Elaborated pilasters

The extreme left building section has only two stories, with a cornice overhang that is supported by two console brackets with a pair of
winged griffins at its top. The merit of this renovation lies in the sober
and refined detail design, which adds a stroke of good taste to downtown Huntington.
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West Virginia Building

Location: 910 4th Avenue
Designer:
Meanor & Handloser, Architects
Completed: 1924

West Virginia building seen from north

West Virginia building in 1926. The first floor
façade has changed since then.

This is one of the few Huntington tall buildings, conceived as a
classical column with its base, shaft and capital. In buildings of this
type, the tripartite division is accomplished by a two or three-story
high base, at times strongly rusticated; a main shaft of about a threetimes more stories than the base, and a top with almost the same number of stories as the base, terminated with frieze and cornice.
In this case the main shaft is rendered with red brick masonry,
and both the base, and the top are clad with grey limestone pieces,
establishing a strong contrast. The fenestration is consistently regular,
with a majority of rectangular shapes.
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Only the top has a different kind of windows, with each bay defined by Corinthian pilasters and divided into three windows. The
whole treatment of the top echoes the exterior form of a temple, with
a base, rows of columns (pilasters), and a frieze with an elaborated
overhanging cornice, with dentils and brackets.
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Century Building

Location: 314-316 9th Street
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1914
This building once
housed the well known
C.F. Reuschlein Jewelry
Store (see No. 17) and
many other commercial
enterprises. In 1985 it was
known as the Nasser
Building, and is now
named the Century Building.
The building facade was
accurately designed with
sober, restrained classical
language. As usual, the
tripartite division shows a
large prominent base, a
shaft section which houses
two floors and a top with a
classical entablature.
Mainly, the second and
third story exhibit the
dominant Renaissance elements which characterize the building.(2) These stories have six large
sections resting as a unit upon a thin belt cornice of stone blocks.(2)
Each section is defined by a series of pilasters, which ends with Corinthian scrolled capitals. All six sections supports a belt cornice of
three part entablature with moulded soffia, plain fascia and an upper
protruding cornice, with carved leaf motifs.(2) The last refurbishing
was done to its fenestration, with new metal square windows covering
two floors. Its gray-green color establishes a strong contrast with the
surrounding light grey of the stone rendering, thus emphasizing the
intercolumnar spaces.
The building has been refurbished by Dr. Joseph B.Touma.
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Honaker Building

Location:
416 9th Street
Designer:
Levi J. Dean, Architect
Completed: 1910
This building is a good example
of Italianate style, and was carefully
built with brick masonry and
coursed stone blocks. The first floor
is rendered in coursed stone, and the
second and third-floor façade stands
slightly recessed from its base. The
next section above is rendered in tan
coursed bricks. The sides of the façade have pilaster strips rendered
with brickwork, suggesting end
quoins. Between the second and
third floors a belt cornice divides the
floors. The four windows of the second and third floor are surrounded
by elaborate brickwork, mimicking
a trim molding. Above, a projecting
roof cornice of cast metal is supported by two heavy console brackets, at each side. The cornice is
painted tan, and has an elaborated
row of protruding dentils. Finally,
over the cornice, a gabled shaped
parapet, with diagonal pattern motifs rendered in brick, suggests a
pediment. A recent addition of a
timbered plain wall, parallel to the
facade's plane, above the parapet, is
obviously an addition that does not
correspond to the style of the building.
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William O. Walton Building

Location: 413 9th Street
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1904, with a 1970’s addition

Photo: Carlos Lopez

Although this building was remodeled in 1970 in its first floor, it
still conserves the second and third floor with the original details.
The windows have square and arched hood molds with protruding and flush keystones. A corbelled belt cornice divides the third
story from the gable, which is stepped and corbelled as well. At the
middle of the façade’s end a marble sign has the inscription of the
builder’s name.
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Keith Albee Theatre

Location:
919-923 4th Avenue
Designer:
Thomas Lamb, Architect
Completed: 1928

Photo: Carlos López

A bizarre, astonishing and exotic piece of architecture, this theater belongs to the prosperity age at the end of the decade of 1920’s,
when all seemed possible. At that time, it was only second to the Roxy
Theater in New York City (2)
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The façade houses in its first floor the theater’s main entrance and
some shops with wide display windows, to take advantage of its street
level commercial value. Under the protruding marquee on the first
floor, there is a fine ticket cage booth made of wrought iron and green
marble, with beautiful ornamentation. The second and third floors are
used for offices. A series of huge pilasters divide the façade’s second
and third floors into seven bays, the central one bound by two-pilaster
pairs, with windows and balconies in between. The architectural style
of this colonnade is quite original. Capitals are plain, and echo a
somewhat Ionic stroke, but a Renaissance medallion fills its center.
The entablature has a plain, narrow architrave and a wide frieze with a
geometric zig-zag V-pattern, or a series of chevrons, probably related
to Art Dèco style, then in fashion. However, the cornice above is very
simple and supports a coping made of inclined Spanish tiles, a detail
which comes from the Mission Style, then in fashion as well. But,
what reflects best this influence, is the central section of the third
floor, which has a fully decorated portico with Spanish baroque details, with spiraled and banded columns and a broken pediment, with a
central carved eagle. Moreover, this portico stands over a fully decorated base, with scroll brackets and a pair of half arches which ends in
elaborate volutes.

Octagonal drum
Zigzag pattern

Broken pediment
Spiraled columns
Complex window
surroundings
Elaborate volutes
Tiles coping

Scroll
brackets

Keith Albee Theater, detail of the facade

Photo by D. Daniel Mc. Millian IV
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An early antecedent of this
building is the Olympia Theater, of Miami, Florida, designed in 1926 by John Eberson.
This architect specialized in
“atmospheric” theaters, in
which the auditorium was
made to look like a Mediterranean village plaza under the
night sky(cf. Leland M. Roth,

Interior of the Keith Albee Theater

Photo by David E. Fattaleh

This preponderance of Spanish Revival and Baroque traits is confirmed in the interior of the Theater. It seems that the architect’s idea
was to create the illusion of being in an open air plaza, in an urban
setting, where a great scenario mouth is bound by a pair of symmetrical and spectacular fully decorated baroque balconies. Such a special
setting is highly appreciated by many Huntingtonians, all of which
makes the Keith Albee unforgettable.
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Huntington Arcade

Location: 913 4th Avenue
Designer:
Leete & Maupin, Civil engineers
Completed: 1925

Photo: Carlos Lopez

This commercial facility was built by the Ritter family, and is
further evidence of Huntington’s growth during the 1920’s. The façade, although significant, is a secondary feature to the interior space
that it encloses. The façade is topped by a straight parapet
with a central, higher section, made of brick with rectangular recessed
panels. This is supported by a protruding roof cornice of painted cast
metal, held up by heavy console brackets, presently painted grey.
The second and third story windows rest as a section upon a belt
cornice of corbelled brick, with the windows being square doublehung, one-on-one sash… (2) The main entrance has a portico overhang of cast metal, with moulded fascia and soffit (2) However, the
somewhat conventional design of the street façade is dramatically
contrasted with the design criteria of the interior.
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The commercial corridor has a decided Mediterranean flavor,
produced by series of big, round arches, and the vast, ample roof
lights that illuminate the floor below. Each shop has two stories, and a
great staircase brings the visitor to the upper level, where another double row of shops are available. The rows of shops have continuous
sills and cornices, supported by brackets of Italianate and Renaissance
inspiration.
The roof is curvilinear and oriented to the long axis of the structure. The central section of the roof is composed of yellow translucent
ribbed fiberglass panels (2) A cast iron rib structure supports the ceiling, producing a rhythmical sequence of space that adds interest to the
visitor’s path.

Interior view, at the beginning of the
commercial promenade.

Cast iron ribs

Continuous cornice
Scroll brackets

Continuous frieze
with medallions

Interior view, looking towards the entrance
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Fifth Third Bank

Location:
Southwest corner of 4th Avenue & 10th Street
Designer:
Verus T. Ritter, Architect
Completed: 1911
Among the few Huntington Skyscrapers, this
is perhaps the most accurately decorated. This
building has been considered an excellent example of Roman Revival
architectural design
(GR).
Like most of its
precedents, it is divided
into the classical tripartite column sections.
The base houses the
first floor (now the Fifth
Third Bank offices),
while the shaft has ten
floors, and the entablature houses the eleventh
floor. But, the most visual stroke of luxury and
refinement lies in the
first floor treatment,
which deserves further
description. The Ninth
Street side has two strong corner walled sections of coursed stone, and
between them a Tuscan colonnade of five bays that support a complete Doric entablature with lintel and a frieze of alternating triglyphs
and metopes. Each inter-columnar spacing is eight feet, and beyond it
there are big glass windows divided with bronze mullions.
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Between each Tuscan column there are large protruding console
brackets, supporting the entablature. The corner sections, which extend from the beginning to the end of each side on the first floor, have
one large rectangular window with bracketed pediments, (a High Renaissance feature) with fully accurate decorated surrounds. A minor
belt cornice runs around each section with a frieze of a fret-styled
wave pattern, just below the Doric entablature.
The shaft, that houses the following ten floors, is composed of
coursed dark brown brick walls and a regular fenestration of rows of
rectangular window pairs. This pattern is altered only at the facade’s
sides, in sympathy with the corner sections underneath, where the
window pair is replaced by a single rectangular unit, thus reinforcing
the sense of mass.
The building top has overhanging eaves over its cornice. Seen as
a whole, the windows of the eleventh floor, occupying the place
where the traditional Doric frieze, prescribe alternating triglyphs and
metopes, and the architrave is here replaced by a minor cornice. The
final effect is to render a large entablature that fits the scale of a building of such colossal size.
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Hotel Frederick

Location:
Designer:
Completed:
Current use:

Northwest corner of 4th Avenue & 10th Street
E. N. Alger, Architect; J.B. Stewart & Co.
1906
Offices and shops at street level

This huge building, perhaps the largest in Huntington, has six stories and has been designed in a severe and discrete Italianate style.
The Fourth Avenue façade has a central section with a higher cornice,
which is flanked by two slightly recessed minor sections and two
greater sections at each end. The corner end is continued along the
chamfer and follows Tenth Street, where it recedes to give place for a
higher cornice section, which is flanked by the last section at the right,
similar to the corner section. The edge of each section is emphasized
by quoins of light tan painted blocks. Quoins alternate in being rusticated and set flush with the
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walls. Most of the wall surface is a masonry fabric of earth-red
coursed brick.
The cornice is very elaborated, with rows of dentils and console
brackets, and it is painted tan. The fenestration is simple, alternating
pairs of windows with a single one. Windows are one-to-one double
hung sash, with lintels and sills of stone.
The lobby of the former Hotel Frederick is now the lobby of an
office and apartment building. Nonetheless, it still conserves the lure
and appeal of the old times.
The whole building appears as a strong, massive and consistent
structure, remaining one of downtown Huntington’s highlights.
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Coal Exchange Building

Location: Southwest corner of 4th Avenue & 11th Street
Designer:
Meanor & Handloser, Architects
Completed: 1924
Originally named the C&O Building, for the famous railroad
company, it was built in the 1920’s, at the time of an unprecedented
growth. It looks like a giant tan brick box, with recessed, vertical rows
of fenestration, similar to several New York buildings. However, the
huge main section is set on a basement with gothic revival details of
the Tudor period.
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The traditional wrap- around
classical cornice is neglected
here, and a copper clad window sill unifies pairs of windows at the fourteenth floor.
This marks the beginning of
the building top, which
eventually ends with a recessed copper-clad hipped
deck.
Following the early
Twentieth Century schemes
for a skyscraper, this example has a surprising, rather
modern middle section or
shaft, designed with restrain
and much less decoration
than usual. The main shaft of
the building has tall rows of
windows in recessed channels, thus expressing a
strong vertical drive. This
manner of fenestration, resulting from the gothic styled skyscrapers,
later evolved into a far more abstract form, as found on Rockefeller
Center in New York. The base is divided into four sections facing
Fourth Avenue, and five facing Twelfth Street.

Hipped deck

Copper clad window sill
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The two-story building base includes several gothic features such
as ornamental spires, arch windows on the upper two floors and an
elegant lobby with high ceilings and an arched entranceway. (1) The
main entrance, at Twelfth Street, is asymmetrically placed regarding
the whole. It has fasciculated columns, engaged in the wall, and a flattened Tudor arched doorway. At the sides of the doorway, two pairs
of fasciculated columns embrace a full decorated oriel corbel, with a
sculpture of a young man’s head as a pendant, a quite a late gothic detail.
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Greyhound Bus Depot

Current use: Houses The Transit Authority (Huntington
Public Transportation)
Location:
4th Avenue & 12th Street, SW corner
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: ca. 1937

This is a rare example in Cabell County, making it a most valuable building. It belongs to the Style Moderne, or Streamline Moderne, which was fashionable between 1930 and 1945, mainly in the
Depression Era. These buildings are usually characterized by smooth
surfaces, rounded corners, and architectural features that emphasizes
the horizontal appearance of the building.
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The overall conception of this building is a square, crossed by a
diagonal upper volume that runs from the main entrance, at the corner, to the inside of the main square. Of course, all corners of the volumes have been rounded, lacking any vertical edge. The diagonal
volume houses the main public concourse of this terminal, and ancillary rooms occupy the sides. Ribbon windows are glazed and have
glass blocks at the end. Close to the entrance, there are two circular
windows, and the diagonal volume seems supported by two glazed
semi cylinders that stand at each
side of the doorway. A horizontal string covers the edges and runs
over the volume tops, and a four-ribbon edge covers the lower edge of
the convex upper volume. These streamlined forms allude to speed,
softness, and easy displacement—very akin to the bus advertisements
of that age, which were quickly growing in competition to the huge,
well established railway companies.
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St. Joseph’s Catholic Church

Location: 6th Avenue and 13th Street
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1889
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A simple, one aisle church with a basilical plan, this building recalls the First Presbyterian Church (See No. 50). Its style is NeoGothic with an Italian Medieval stroke, because of its two crenellated
towers, similar to Italian castles. The whole masonry is made of rough
sandstone, regular coursed, and frequent wall reinforcements with
weathering slabs and coping. A central, small protruded pavilion
houses the entrance, with a lancet shaped doorway. Just behind this,
the main aisle is expressed by a high gabled wall, with parapets, that
has a rose window set in smooth stone roundel and just above the
window is a recessed niche housing a saint. (1)
The church is flanked by two battlemented towers, with narrow
lancet openings, which suggest a belfry. One flying buttress goes from
the main nave to the small tower on its right. However, the interior is
comfortable, but designed with a different criteria.
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St. Joseph’s Parish House

Location: 1304 6th Avenue
Designer:
unknown
Completed: ca. 1930
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This parish house is attached to St. Joseph’s Catholic Church, but
its architecture is not related to the church’s Gothic Revival style.
However, it is a fine example of masonry craftsmanship, and it was
carefully designed. A typical two-story high rectangular block, covered with a low pitch slate hipped roof, its main façade is divided in
five bays. The central one has the main entrance, a doorway surrounded by a round arch. Above the rectangular double door there is a
tympanum, covered by the round arch that holds a low relief featuring
vegetal motives and a cartouche. The second floor has a row of three
rectangular double hung windows. At each side of the round arched
entrance, there are two medallions with an abstract relief. The other
four symmetrical bays, two at each side of the main entrance, are inside a round arched brick surrounding, lightly protruded, having a
white stucco rendering at the tympanum, decorated with a central ornament made of brick.
The building, though simple, has fair proportions and a harmonious distribution of openings. The masonry is very well set, and the
building is exceptionally well maintained.

Medallions

Tympanum with terracotta detailing

Doorway surrounded by a round arch

Tympanum with a low relief with
garlands and cartouche
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Wasbold Inc. Building

Location: 6th Avenue & 11th Street
Designer:
J. B. Stewart
Completed: ca. 1895

The isolated location of this building allows the bystander to enjoy the Queen Anne’s style compositional resources. The core of this
type of house is normally a two story hipped roof block, but in this
case several additions are attached. Left to right, a triangular section
in top of a gable is extended forward, over a protruding bay window
pavilion. This triangular section has a pent roof enclosing gable.
Then, over the main entrance, stands a balconied gallery.
At its corner, an octagonal three-story tower emphasizes a vertical drive. Towers are a common Queen Anne’s feature (4) and is
placed in the front façade corner, a touch that reaffirms its Queen
Anne antecedents. But, the wall treatment is a bit Richardsonian Romanesque, because of its round arched windows, and its wrap around
sills and lintels made of rough ashlar soft stone.
The protruding section at the left has a triangular section
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based on a continuous belt cornice, but its tympanum is intersected by
a central brick wall with vertical grooves, and flanked by a wood
shingle decorative motifs. At the extreme left, a bit of an integral recessed porch on the second floor is still visible. The whole building is
placed upon a wrap around rough stone socle.
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Location:
Designer:
Completed

C&O Employees Credit Union
6th Avenue & 11th. street
Robert Ashworth
ca. 1980

A good example of late modern architecture, the design of this
building is clear and functional.
Two cubical masonry blocks are joined together through a convex, receding volume rendered in stucco. A gentle dialogue is established between the brick masses and the stucco pivoting volume. The
roundness of the corner is nonetheless a proper form for rotation, and
it looses its weight because it looks floating, or at least supported by
its ends, offering a wide, covered main entrance. A wide opening at
the first floor houses a row of six windows. This round volume appears massive because windows are deeply set in the wall, as well as a
different kind of heaviness that is a result of the masonry blocks at
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Prichard Building

Location: Southeast corner of 5th Avenue & 7th Street
Designer:
H. Ziegler Deitz, Architect
Completed: 1925
This huge thirteenstory building, was an
important hotel until
1970. Presently it is
used as an apartment
and office building.
As a typical commercial style building, and
designed under classical criteria, the rectangular block alternates
red brick with grey
stone detailing.
The last two stories are
surrounded by two
wrap-around stripes.
The upper is a plain
entablature, and the
lower is just a flat architrave and a frieze,
serving as well as a
continuous sill. The
fenestration is arranged in pairs, throughout the building sides, with
single hung windows. Between the two horizontal stripes near the top,
window pairs are surrounded by grey stone finishing, and the upper
part has hanging garlands or swags. Below, a recessed panel fills the
gap between the upper and lower window. At the symmetrical axis of
the main façade, two pairs of windows have a round arch surrounding
instead of a rectangular one, and each has two slightly advanced balconies in the lower stripe. In between there are medallions, emphasizing this particular zone of the façade.
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First Congregational Church
United Church of Christ

Location: Southeast corner of 5th Avenue & 7th Streeet
Designer:
E. N. Alger, Architect
Completed: 1911
This structure replaces an old
church in late Neo-Gothic
style, built in 1874. The present building, erected in
1911, is in a restrained Classical Revival style in temple
form. The main entrance is a
well proportioned full portico
with coupled pairs of fluted
Ionic columns (1) Inside the
portico, is a rich, imposing
entryway with a double door
surrounded by an architrave
trim. Above it, is a rich cornice with modillions emphasizes its importance.
The plan is of a basilica type.
Above the entrance stands a
square belfry; each side has a
pair of pilasters which supports an entablature, enclosing a round arched window above a balustrade. The belfry supports an octagonal drum with a semispherical cupola. This aggregate of white-stucco rendered belfry, drum and cupola
is an extremely common feature among classical American churches.
The white stucco rendering of this tower contrasts with the red brick
fabric in a Flemish bond pattern. A wrap around entablature—
comprising an elaborated cornice with modillions, a plain red brick
frieze and a narrow architrave—unifies the whole volume. Note the
chromatic effect that is conveyed by the red brick surfaces and the
white stucco features, which are sober but also strong and remarkable.
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Huntington City Hall

Location:
5th Avenue & 8th Street, NE corner
Designer:
Verus T. Ritter, Architect
Completed: 1914

A huge, typical building of governmental scale, the Huntington
City Hall belongs to the Neo-Classicist style, fashionable between
1900 and 1920. It is a rectangular block, and its longer side faces
Eighth Street, and the smaller one faces Fifth Avenue. The building is
composed with massive, strong corners, leaving room for engaged
Corinthian colonnades, at the main section, with seven bays in the
wide side and three bays in the narrow side. An unusual feature in
classical buildings of this type is the continuous fenestration of the
rusticated base, than brings natural light to the municipal offices. Usually, the classical base has fewer windows than the main part, above
it. The main section, which corresponds to the second and third floors,
has groups of three windows at each corner, with a triangular pediment in the central window and the side windows have elaborated
cornices supported by scroll brackets. The wrap around entablature is
very simple: a continuous architrave and frieze; and a simple, flat cornice above separated by
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a strip of dentils. Instead of a classical balustrade (which could convey an Italianate of French stroke), a plain, flat parapet like a blind
attic, ends the building’s top.
The exterior .. is pale yellow brick laid in a Flemish bond pattern.
Massive fluted Corinthian columns with elaborate capitals are engaged on the front and side and Greek banding wraps the entire
structure. (1)
The building houses a huge auditorium, which explains the absence of important fenestration at the colonnaded bays. However classic, this building has a restrained decoration. The three bay intercolumniation facing Fifth Avenue has a mural, an almost abstract
painting that was added during the construction of the new East End
Guyandotte-Proctorville suspension bridge, alluding to the shape of
the suspension hawsers. Of course, this detail is totally alien to the
original Neo-Classicist style.

Although this guide deals with the buildings’ exterior views, its interior space deserves special mention. It ...has an elaborate auditorium...this impressive auditorium remains intact with its eight original
chandeliers and original seats. Ornate gilded ornamentation frames
the stage and elaborate festoons and cartouche decorate the balcony.
Graceful marble staircases lead from the main floor’s two story entrance to the second floor balcony. (1)
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Old U.S. Post Office Building

Location:
5th Avenue & 9th Street, SW corner
Designers:
James Knox Taylor, Architect
Completed:
1909-1925
National Register of Historic Places (4.15.1982)

This building was designed to follow the Beaux Arts style, related to a Renaissance Revival. The main façade, facing Ninth Street
has a symmetrical layout with a central, slightly protruded pavilion,
and two recessed sides. The central part of the façade is defined by
two piers that embrace a colonnade made by four Ionic columns, supporting an entablature. The frieze bears the inscription “United States
Post Office” in Roman capital types. Above the side piers there are
stone carved, open-winged eagles holding garlands and a patera (a
small square ornament) suspended from their talons. Eagles were a
typical feature of US governmental buildings used at the turn of the
Twentieth Century. Ground floor walls are heavily rusticated with
deep horizontal grooves, omitting the vertical ones—a mannerist resource which increases horizontality and repose.
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Other ornamental features include the carved
medallions and cartouches, (an ornamental
tablet), placed above the
flat arches around the
doors and windows.
The office of the Supervising Architect of the
Treasury in Washington
DC, headed by James
Knox Taylor, produced designs for hundreds of federal governmental
buildings throughout the nation, of which this is likely one.
Indeed, this is a fine building, designed in a consistent and accurate manner, using an almost universal official architectural language
that was preferred by the official commissions at the beginning of the
Twentieth Century.

Deep horizontal grooves,
mimicking stone courses

Carved medallions
or cartouches

Main entrance, detail
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Chafin Building

Location: 9th Street, between 5th and 6th, Avenues
Designer:
Elszner & Anderson, Architects
Completed: 1910-1911
A huge rectangular block
designed under classical
principles, this skyscraper
presents an excellent appearance because of careful
maintenance.
The base has a big
plain belt entablature, with
a narrow architrave and a
big frieze without ornaments. Golden clad ornaments are common in this
building. These include the
cyma molding that separates the architrave from
the frieze; the belt cornice;
the torus at the piers and
pilaster’s capitals; the horizontal bands below the
window sills; and the
friezes below the drip moldings of the windows; as well as the entrance to the first floor, including roman medallions with beaded
straps and openings surroundings. This unusual kind of coating gives
to this building a special uniqueness.
The shaft, of brick masonry, sharply contrasts with the remaining
sections, because of its lack of decoration, and its conventional fenestration.
The building cap is rendered in stone, which continues the elaborated ornamentation of the base. A complete entablature wraps
around the entire building, with a huge crown cornice supported by
singles or paired consoles, and a row of high relieved dentils. This
houses the building’s top floor.
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The interior of the Bank hall is extremely luxurious, and fits with
the exuberant decoration.
Special mention should be made of the conservation and restoration of a pair of old street lamps, on the front sidewalk, near the main
entrance.
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A. G. Edwards Building

Location:
522 9th Street
Designer:
Meanor & Handloser, Architects
Completed: 1924
The facade of this building is hard to define, since it blends traits
that come from different sources. The first floor has three openings, a
balconied window on the left, and two entrance doorways in the center and on the right side. These all have transom bars, architrave trims;
the two doors have sidelights. All openings are surrounded by round
arches with moldings that continue parallel to the jambs down to the
ground. In the middle of the spandrels, there are four copper Renaissance revival lamps, recently added, probably too big for a building of
this size. The floors are divided by three cornices and flat friezes.
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The lower one has a
frieze with the inscription of the current name
of this building, in
golden letters on a black
background. The middle
cornice is very simple,
but holds a escutcheon
bordered by scrolls. The
upper one is more elaborated, with a row of dentils and bed moldings
under the soffit. Above
the third floor cornice
there is a parapet with
brick with X and zig-zag
patterns, replacing the
traditional balusters. A
obvious American Colonial trait is apparent here
in the windows, which
are double hung, 12x8 panes, with louvered shutters that are painted
green.
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Cabell County Library

Location: 5th Avenue & 9th Street, NW corner
Designer:
Dean, Dean & Kieffer, Architects
Completed: 1979
A late modern building, this structure should be seen as a huge
square box that covers a great interior space. Its outside appearance
reflects the innate sense of protection that a slate roof with overhanging eaves and high pitch conveys to the
conventional onlooker. Indeed, all the library’s facilities are housed
inside this vast concrete structure that has a flat topped, hipped roof.
Therefore, there is only one great window that runs through its upper
two stories, and marks the main entrance.
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A wrap around cornice divides the first floor from the upper
floors, which appears mostly covered by the high-pitch slate roof. The
sense of weight of the upper massive roof is diminished by the continuous cornice, supported by recessed pillars, which creates an overhanging semi-exterior space.
The overall expression of the building tries to gather a somewhat
vernacular stroke and the functional efficiency of modern architecture, and is gently related to its neighbors.
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Old Cabell County Library

Location:
900 5th Avenue & 9th Street, NE corner
Designer:
J. B. Stewart & E. N. Alger, Architects
Completed: 1902
National Register of Historic Places (4.3.1980)
Formerly, this building was the Carnegie Library, because the
well-known philanthropist Andrew Carnegie gave the funds to build
it. It is a clear, authentic example of Beaux Arts Architecture, with a
slight hue of French classicism.
A pedimented central pavilion faces Fifth Avenue, with a pair of
monumental ionic columns standing on each side. The pavilion is attached to a two story and basement block, which houses the main
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interior spaces. This block is surrounded by an entablature that is
visually supported by pilasters, either at the corners or corresponding
to the columns.
The second floor openings are almost square, divided in two double hung windows. The first floor openings have a pediment supported by classical brackets.
The term “Beaux Arts” (the approximate French equivalent to
“Fine Arts”) is used by architectural historians in two different
senses. Some use it to describe the entire 1885-1920 period of elaborated eclectic styles because they tended to be advocated by Americans who studied at France’s Ecole des Beaux Arts, the era’s premier
school of architecture. A more limited meaning, followed here,
stresses only one eclectic tradition among the many that were then
popular. This is based on classical precedents elaborated by lavish
decorative detailing, as was perhaps the most typical of the many
styles inspired by study at the Ècole. More than any other style,
(except perhaps the Chateauesque), the Beaux Arts expressed the
taste and values of America’s industrial barons at the turn of the century. (4)
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Location:
Designer:
Completed:

Fifth Avenue Hotel
5th Avenue & 9th Street, NE corner
Hansford Watts
1910

At first glance, this building has a simple, almost boring shape.
But, viewed more closely, its walls are rendered with subtleties that
should be enjoyed. Normally, a classical building has flat walls which
are enriched with decorative elements originated in classical orders,
which are fashioned by protruding shapes and different, contrasting
materials. In this case, the process is altered by the ingenious use of
different kinds of bricks and courses, alluding to classical design. The
attic, cornices, friezes, pilasters, window surrounds are all suggested
by slight changes in the color of bricks, or wall surfaces. Fenestration
is made with pairs or single one by one double sliding sash windows.
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Huntington Garage

Location:
Designer:
Completed:

916 5th Avenue
Meanor & Landloser
1926

When this building was inaugurated in 1927 as a state-of-the- art
garage and center for car services, it was hailed as a major improvement for the city (2). This building is Italianate in style, although with
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a very sober management of decorative details. Dark red rusticated
and coursed brick is the main rendering, with an excellent mosaic terrazzo work done by an Italian artisan, Joseph Pasquali. The façade has
four floors and a cornice which supports a false roof (or a pent roof)
finished with green-tan Roman tile. The cornice is made of copper,
but currently is painted white and has a molded fascia and soffit. Below it there is a run of cast metal console brackets. The total building
width is divided in three sections, a wide, central one (with eight windows), flanked by two sections of three windows per floor. Elaborate
pilasters strips divide each section, and each one is flanked by double
barber poles of carved ashlars with spiral strips. At the top of each pilaster strip there is a stylized capital (with scrollwork of scalloped
shells) which supports a flat brick frieze with a run of very small
Lombard arches.
The work of the Italian artisan is described, the second through
fourth story window sections rest upon a belt cornice with fascia and
a row of circular mosaic tiles of greens, organs, tans and blues. (2)
Under this belt cornice a flat frieze runs all over the façade’s width.
The first floor is defined upwards by a belt coursing of smooth ashlars. This belt rest upon a multiple dark glass square panels and four
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pilaster strips following the upper pattern. Finally, a pent roof protects
the whole width of the building.
In short, because of its technical innovations and its high level of
building craftsmanship, this is a notable example of the Huntington
building boom of the Roaring Twenties.
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Switzer Building

Location: 914 5th Avenue
Designer:
Unknown
Completed: 1925
The classical façade
of this building is
clearly inspired in the
Roman triumphal arch,
a public commemorative highlight in most
Roman cities. Although
the triumphal arch was
originally a decorated
door in a discontinuous
wall, (with a tall, huge
arch in the main axis,
and two small arches at
each side, all framed
within a classical decorative system), in this
business building the
two small arches have
been replaced by two
great windowcases. The
second floor, originally used for medallions with relieves, is here occupied by two rows of three double-hung windows. Above the entablature the attic is now replaced by three series of windows, identical to
those of the second floor. The central arch runs through the first and
second floors, and it is supported by two small Corinthian pilasters
comparable to the two stories high pilasters, in a scale related
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with the central arch. This
use of a double scale of orders was introduced in the
Sixteenth Century by
Michelangelo. This is one of
the few tiled buildings in
Huntington. Formerly the
home of the Herald Dispatch,
currently it houses an attorney’s firm. The building is
named after the former
mayor Rufus Switzer, who
was the creator of Ritter Park.(1)
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Advertiser Building

Location: 5th Avenue & 10th Street, NW corner
Designer:
Robert L. Day, Architect
Completed: 1922
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This huge structure has been classified as a modified Gothic Revival style (1) and was built during the final years of valid academic
eclecticism. The façade is divided in five, wide bays defined by brick
pilaster straps (1) which could be seen as buttresses. The main entrance has a one and a half high ogee arch, (1) and is emphasized by
a carved stone panel with two series of intercrossed gothic arcades.
Close to the imposts of the Tudor arches, a slope set-off or weathering
slab plays the role of a capital. The tall gothic windows runs two stories high. The third story appears slightly recessed. A minimal gabled
parapet marks the point where pilasters or buttresses recedes. The top
of the buildings restores the horizontality through two narrow, white
stucco straps. Each bay has a diagonal bond of protruding bricks,
which adds a stroke of ornament in this almost severe, bare façade.
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Johnson Memorial United
Methodist Church

Location:
10th Street & 5th Avenue, SW corner
Designer:
H. M. King
Completed: 1936
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Constructed in randomly coursed red brownstone, this imposing
building has a main gabled façade, with a huge gothic Tudor window
divided in three bays with pilaster strips made of soft stone, and two
battlemented towers at each side. The large Tudor arch sets above a
balcony of three angular stone mullion sections . Below this area
there are three Tudor arches with double red pane doors with
fanlights of Gothic pattern. The door arches are framed in square surrounds of smooth stone and protruding pilasters straps.(1) Carved
stone finials appear all over the main façade, especially where vertical
elements end, in order to increase its visual drive. All the windows are
of stained glass.
Tudor style is reminiscent of architecture developed in England
during the Tudors (1485-1558) and is specially apt to convey a sense
of Englishness.
Parapeted gable

Great Tudor arch

Stone mullions as buttresses

Square surrounds of smooth stone
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Bank One building

Location:
Designer:
Completed:

5th Avenue & 10th Street, NE corner
Unknown
1965-70
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A clear example of the triumphant modern architectural principles, this is a typical banking building of the 1960’s.
The dialogue between a blind, opaque mass with a transparent,
brilliant, light reflecting glass structure appears here dominant and
categorical. The lightness of the upper, glazed volume is better expressed along the Fifth Avenue façade, which has a wide overhanging edge parallel to the sidewalk on the first floor. However, the main
activity of this building is at its rear, where the drive-in entrance and
the main pedestrian entrance are located. Due to its strong commitment with modern principles, there are neither architectural detailing,
nor historical references, only an abstract interaction between its
huge, contrasting forms.
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First Presbyterian Church

Location:
1015 5th Avenue
Designer:
J. B. Stewart
Completed: 1892
Another proof of the diversification of architectural styles in
Huntington, is this eclectic blend of a Italian Romanesque-Gothic revival church that has a basilical plan with two different towers, at either side, and a dominant gabled pavilion.
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I ts walls are of rusticated
rough cut stone masonry, of
regular courses. It is supported by a high podium, and
two flights of stairs leading
to the main doorway. Both
towers are similar in their
balconied castellated tops,
supported by rough stone
brackets, and four stories
with several kinds of windows. Narrow, vertical rectangular windows are located
on the first floor. The second
floor has a row of three or
two Romanesque arches. The
third floor has two tall openings, surrounded by columns,
with round arches at the left
tower, and a flat arched lintel
at the right tower. Over that flat arch, a relieving round arch supports
the wall above. The fourth floor in both towers has circular and square
windows of several sizes. The gabled pavilion, which corresponds to
the main aisle, has an advancing doorway with a compound round
arched portal supported by receding rows of dwarf columns. Above it,
there is a five-bay colonnade, which supports a row of round arches,
and a small entablature with cornice. This serves as a sill of a great
pointed arch window. The gable ends with a circular window and a
small round arched vertical window. A simple coping covers the edge
of the gabled parapet.
The whole building looks as medieval buildings used to appear—
plenty of particular details, as they were made through the years, even
centuries, by several hands. This Nineteenth Century designer surely
intended to convey this meaning, and he did so in a picturesque and
successful way.
This building is formally related with St. Joseph Catholic Church
(See No.32), and perhaps it was designed by the same. builder.
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51 Huntington Federal Savings Bank
Location:
5th Avenue & 10th Street, SW corner
Designer:
Dean, Dean & Kieffer, Architects
Completed: ca. 1980

This modern building has a strong, massive appearance because
of its dominant red brick masonry, done with great skill. Smooth and
convex surfaces are dominant, and deep set rectangular windows,
complemented with recessed brick courses that designed as sills, are
traits that accentuates its mass. The drive-in entrance is at the right,
and a row of heavy columns, brick clad, are embedded in the convex
side of the building. Horizontality is dominant, although balanced
with less important vertical drives, such as the columns and several
rows of small windows at the second floor. The main entrance, at the
left, is protected by an protruding balcony, which is echoed by two
flowerpot stands on the ground floor. Overall, the building achieves a
great sense of unity due to its carefully laid brick coating.
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Campbell Hicks Residence

Location:
5th. Avenue, 1102 & 11th. Street, NE corner
Designer:
J. B. Stewart
Completed: 1896
National Register of Historic Places (4.12.1985)
An outstanding example of Queen Anne style, this two-and-half
story house has an asymmetrical composition, with great
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variety of forms, textures, materials, and colors.
The house has a crossed gabled roof, and the stories are supported by rough faced, square stonework—an infrequent subtype. A
wrap-around porch, or veranda, is supported by a rough stone rendered basement, with pairs of columns at each corner, showing a
Beaux-Arts system influence. The volume is dominated by a tower
with a conical roof, and the cylinder bears two over-scaled convex
windows. A tall chimney stack, with elaborate brickwork detailing,
presides over the whole structure. Projecting attic gables complete its
style features.
Dwarf tower with
conical slate roof

Rusticated and smooth
finished windows
surrounds

Highly elaborated
chimney stacks

Hipped dormer

Wrap around
porch or veranda

Rusticated stone baseFifth Avenue facade
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Trinity Episcopal Church

Location:
5th Avenue & 11th Street, SE corner
Designer:
Charles E. Cassel, Architect
Completed: 1884

A fine example of a Nineteenth Century English church, this
building is a beautiful insertion in Huntington’s urban landscape, and
has a sober, restrained interior space. The style is closely related to the
English Gothic revival, promoted by scholars like Ruskin and Pugin,
since they considered gothic the only proper style that could convey
the spirit of English Christianity.
The main gabled pavilion, which houses the main aisle, joins a
high pitched slate roof with a parapet. Two small gables transverse
the main pavilion, a small one at the entrance, and a bigger one near
the altar. At the gable’s top, on the ridge, a stone Celtic cross reinforces its Christian character. Two strongly emphasized buttresses
strengthen the huge, gable wall, which has a first row of three pointed
arch windows, and two larger ones above, which support a lancet
pointed arch. Close to the top, a pair of small
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gothic window ends this sequence.
The red brick structure is in a Flemish bond masonry arrangement with red brick buttresses terminating in sandstone caps. … This
pleasing structure’s beauty lies in its great sense of restraint and its
scaling and proportions as it sits on a raised embankment. (1)
From a picturesque stairway, which leads the visitor to the main
entrance after two landings, a great doorway welcomes him, with a
compound pointed arched portal, rendered in white stone. The vertical
drive of the composition is balanced with horizontal courses of white
stone bands that are echoed by small, continuous sills of the windows.
The whole building is rendered in red brick masonry, very well made.
In short, a good example of romantic Englishness.
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First United Methodist Church

Location:
Designer:
Completed:

5th Avenue & 12th Street., NW corner
unknown
1913-1914

This church takes advantage of its excellent corner location, and
has an impressive, most articulated, façade. Its two symmetrical
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towers and the central, projecting gabled pavilion and low arcade (that
gives shelter before entering the church) provide a great variety of
shapes.
Both towers have a square plan with turrets on each corner. The
towers are castellated, and before the top, there are two wrap-around
horizontal moldings supporting six mullioned sections with stone
moldings, and a stepped parapet with protective coping. Below the
horizontal moldings, each tower has a huge gothic tracery window
divided into three sections.
The huge, advanced pavilion has a stepped, castellated gable, and
two thin turrets with crenel and merlons. But, the most impressive
feature of this pavilion is its great gothic window, with four equal sections, two at either side, and a central section that is slightly wider.
The stone mullions are supported by buttresses, and between
them there is a row of four windows, two on either side, and a central
door. At both sides of the central pavilion, a wide stairway receives
the visitor and introduces him in a three-bay gothic arcade.
A cathedral appearance is given by the two massive stone towers.
Each is 100 feet high with elaborate turrets topped with finials. These
impressive towers are reproductions of the Magdaline towers of Oxford. (1)
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Fifth Avenue Baptist Church

Location:
5th Avenue & 12th Street, SW corner
Designer:
R. H. Hunt, Architect
Completed: 1916
When viewing this building, the average observer will associate it
with the Virginia State Capitol, designed by Thomas Jefferson with
C.L. Clerisseau, built in 1785. Indeed, this building is related to the
Early Classical Revival style, particularly of Roman accent, and it recalls the Maison Carré of Nimes as well.
The entry porch dominates the front façade and has a classical
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pediment supported by a wide entablature of Ionic style, with six huge
columns supported by a podium. A wide stairway welcomes the visitor, and the full height porch runs over two fenestration levels. From
the full width landing, it is possible to see three huge doors decorated
with stone casings supported by scroll shaped brackets.
At each side of the main pavilion, the walls are divided into bays
by pilasters, with casement windows and classical surrounds. The
building is located on a corner, and its great size can be especially appreciated on the Twelfth Street side. Ancillary facilities have been
built along Fifth Avenue, all of them in Neo-Classical style. The main
interior space is a great church hall, with interesting decorative details.
Virginia State Capitol, model
Thomas Jefferson, 1743-1826

Model attributed to Jean Pierre Fouquet, 1752-1829
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Central Christian Church

Location:
Designer:
Completed:

5th Avenue & 12th Street, NE corner
R. H. Hunt, Architect
1916

With an almost symmetrical façade, this Romanesque revival
church is mostly a brick masonry structure with soft, rough stone detailing. The left tower has battlements on its top, and the right tower
has a hipped pyramidal, high pitch roof. The church is on a pedestal,
and has been vertically divided into three sections.
The first section houses the main entrance at the ground floor,
and has a round-arched rough-stone projecting doorway with two buttresses at its sides.
The two towers have round arched windows at the same level.
The second level repeats this pattern with small differences: fenestration is almost on a level with the brick wall’s outer surface, and the
large windows below are now replaced by round arched window
pairs, while impost courses are now continuous. Even sills, running
below each window pair, foster a somewhat horizontal drive. Looking
up a bit, two round windows appear at the third level of fenestration
on each tower, each with a cross-like mullion pattern. The left tower
has a narrow vertical window at each side, with wrap-around
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lintels and sills. The central section of the façade has a medium pitch
gable with a three-bay round arched small windows.
At the right side of the main façade, a newer addition from 1952,
matches well the architectural language of the church.

